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When we are faithful with the gifts we are given, God can use
them to help bring life and hope to brothers and sisters in
our communities and around the world. In 2018, gifts to One
Great Hour of Sharing and the Presbyterian Hunger Program are
supporting a project through Amrita Bhoomi in India. The
Peasant’s seeds distribution and training program is being
implemented in the state of Karnataka.
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One of the goals of the project is to set up a seed and distribution
program, to ensure a supply of quality, affordable local seed
varieties to farmers, helping to guarantee against hunger.
Training is another component – both technical training and
political training about the importance of seed autonomy, to help
build the long-term capacity of community members.
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So far this year:
• A young seed expert has been hired to lead the project.
• Varieties of okra, sweet maize, gourds, gongura, onion,
amaranth, chilly, and tomatoes are being produced at the
center.
• 3,000 seeds were distributed to women farmers on
women’s day, and 100 people have received seeds from
the center.
• Six seed savers in the state met and are in the process of
creating a network for paddy seeds (rice) with other seed
savers.
• Two seed trainings have been held, as well as one training
for youth on seed laws and the importance of native seed
conservation and control by communities.
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“Many farmers are coming to our center to look for seeds as they
have no other source of buying native seeds . . . Training seed savers
is an important effort because in India there is a lack of native seeds
and the seed market is dominated by a handful of corporations.”
—Amrita Bhoomi’s mid-year report
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Amrita Bhoomi is one of 26 international partners in Asia,
Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East whose work is being
supported by the Presbyterian Hunger Program in 2018.
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PHP invites you to learn more about where your gifts are at
work around the world, and to get involved in ministry that
helps alleviate hunger and eliminate its underlying causes.
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